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in the mastering process, we mostly used the waves compass virtual mastering console and waves
plugins plugin for adobe cs5. we used our waves plugins on the plugins, which was very helpful

since the waves plugins plugin is cross-platform. we spent a lot of time on the mastering process.
the fact that this album is a soundtrack to a movie gives it a more cinematic sound than previous
albums. i recall we spent a lot of time on a complicated arpeggiated string part for family and it

was a struggle with the instrument. for the most part this difficult string part was only heard in the
timbres of strings. i also created quite a bit of automation during the mastering process. most of
the pressure automation on her vocals was based on the use of comping patterns, which i had
created. the sound engineer was quite basic in his approach to the recording, so we were very

busy. i did most of the creative work by writing out the automation from scratch. luckily, by adding
the tascam universal audio dsp, i can have the vocals on the blue track taken care of for me, and
have the blacks from the blue track sent back to the bus to have different sends processed with

the aux track so i can have the vocals process maybe a little brighter and then bring out the lows
from the bus to the red track. then i just have the blue track send to the effect track, and its

output is sent to a separate track on the bus called aux, and i use that as the track send for all my
vocals. i would like to say that the blue and verb are on one of the bass frequencies, but for some
reason that seems to kill the low end. this is the warm channel, so as long as the bass is working

well, there will be no problems.
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